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Abstract
Objective: To assess the effect of prone and supine positions on breathing pattern variables, thoracoabdominal
motion and peripheral oxygen saturation of hemoglobin of premature newborn infants recovering from respiratory
distress syndrome, while breathing spontaneously and in rapid eye movement sleep.
Methods: This was a quasi-experimental study. Twelve preterms weighing > 1,000 g at enrollment were studied
in both positions, in random order. Respiratory inductive plethysmography was used to analyze breathing pattern
(tidal volume, respiratory rate, minute ventilation, mean inspiratory flow) and thoracoabdominal motion (labored
breathing index, phase relation in inspiration, phase relation in expiration, phase relation in total breath and phase
angle). Pulse oximetry was used to evaluate peripheral oxygen saturation. Student’s t test for paired samples or the
Wilcoxon test were used for statistical analysis. Significance was set at p < 0.05.
Results: A total of 9,167 respiratory cycles were analyzed. The prone position was associated with significant
reductions in labored breathing index (-0.84±0.69; p = 0.001; 95%CI -1.29 to -0.40), phase relation in inspiration
(-27.36±17.55; p = 0.000; 95%CI -38.51 to -16.20), phase relation in expiration (-32.36±16.20; p = 0.000; 95%CI
-42.65 to -22.06) and phase relation in total breath (-30.20±14.76; p = 0.000; 95%CI -39.59 to -20.82). There were
no significant differences between the two positions in any of the other variables analyzed.
Conclusion: The prone position resulted in a significant reduction in thoracoabdominal asynchrony, without
affecting breathing pattern or peripheral oxygen saturation.
J Pediatr (Rio J). 2009;85(5):443-448: Prone position, supine position, premature newborn infants, respiratory
distress syndrome.

Introduction
In newborn infants, the configuration and complacency

which changes the ratio between length and tension of rib

of the chest wall puts the respiratory system at a clear

cage muscles.2 The reduction in diaphragmatic apposition

mechanical disadvantage with relation to adults.1 The

compromises the muscle’s capacity to generate force,

more horizontal position of the ribs makes the chest wall

which in turn compromises chest wall stability, resulting

more rounded, rather than elliptical as is seen in adults,

in distortions during respiratory movement.3 With relation
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to complacency, ribs have a low mineral content, offering

neonatal intensive care unit at a University Hospital. The

less stability against various different distorting forces to

inclusion criteria were: gestational age at birth between 28

which the chest wall is subjected.1,2 This can be observed

and 36 weeks; free from congenital malformations, such

in asynchronous respiratory movement, which involves

as gastroschisis, omphalocele and/or myelomeningocele;

increased diaphragmatic work, respiratory work and energy

free from clinical or surgical conditions that would prevent

expenditure.4

positioning from being studied; clinically stable, defined

The sleep state known as rapid eye movement (REM),

as spontaneous breathing, on room air or oxygen therapy

which is described as eyes closed, irregular breathing, and

with fraction of inspired oxygen under 0.40 for a period

small movements, and in which preterm newborns spend

higher than 72 hours; recovering from respiratory distress

90% of their time asleep, has an effect on respiratory

syndrome, defined by radiological (ground glass sign)

system

and clinical criteria (tachypnea, retraction of the rib cage,

work.5

The combination of factors described above can result
in paradoxical chest wall motion, reducing even further
the efficiency of diaphragm movement and increasing its
work, making it incapable of responding to increases in
ventilatory demand.1,3,6
The literature indicates that the prone position
offers certain benefits when compared with the supine
position: increased peripheral oxygen saturation of
hemoglobin (SpO2),7,8 increased tidal volume (Vt),9,10

moaning and cyanosis); and weight above 1,000 g at the
time of enrollment. The exclusion criterion was any factor
preventing the infant being put in either position. The
study was approved by Research Ethics Committee at the
institution (ETIC 381/07), and all parents signed informed
consent forms.

Measurement instruments
Respiratory inductive plethysmography (RIP) was used

reduction in the number of central apnea events,11

to measure breathing pattern and thoracoabdominal motion

reduced energy expenditure,4 improved thoracoabdominal

variables. In 1978, M. Cohn introduced RIP, which is an

synchronization,12-14 reduced need for reintubation of

instrument that makes it possible to take measurements

preterm newborn infants after weaning from mechanical

non-invasively based on principles described by Konno

ventilation15

& Mead in 1967.24 This technique studies pulmonary

and a reduction in the number of episodes of
However, the prone position is

ventilation based on rib cage and abdomen cross-sectional

strongly associated with sudden infant death syndrome

area changes, captured by transducers inside Teflon bands

and is not recommended for healthy full term newborns.17

that are positioned around the circumference of the rib

Other studies have found no differences in SpO215,18 and

cage, the axilla and the circumference of the abdomen,

gastroesophageal

reflux.16

in Vt19 between the two positions.
Studies that evaluated respiratory parameters analyzed
a very low number of respiratory cycles,20 or recorded for a
short period,12-14 or did not present detailed methodological
designs.21,22 Therefore, questions remain about the true
benefits of prone and supine positions for full term and
preterm

newborns.8,15,23

In this background, the objective of this study was
to assess the influence of prone and supine positions on
breathing pattern variables, thoracoabdominal motion
and SpO2 in preterm newborn infants recovering from
respiratory distress syndrome, breathing spontaneously
and in REM sleep.

at the height of the umbilical scar.24 These transducers
are connected to the plethysmograph which captures the
signals corresponding to rib cage and abdomen and the
sum of the two displacements, i.e., Vt. This scalar trace is
converted by software into a Lissajous figure, in the case
of plethysmography, and into a Konno-Mead curve (xaxis-y), for analysis of volume and time breathing pattern
components and thoracoabdominal motion.25 The apparatus
was calibrated automatically by Qualitative Diagnostic
Calibration (QDC)13,26 using an estimated Vt of 6 to 8 mL/
kg, as described by Wilkes et al.26
Pulse oximetry was used to measure SpO2 (Dixtal
Oxypleth®, DX2405, Manaus, Brazil).

Variables analyzed

Materials and methods
Sample

The following variables were analyzed for each
respiratory cycle, on a cycle-by-cycle basis: Vt, respiratory
rate (f), minute ventilation (VE), mean inspiratory flow

The sample size was calculated for a statistical power

(Vt/Ti – corresponds to the ratio between tidal volume and

of 80% and a significance level of 0.05, after a pilot study

inspiratory time), LBI, PhAng, phase relation in inspiration

with nine newborn infants, resulting in n = 5 for Vt, n =

(PhRIB – expresses the percentage of direction in which rib

3 for labored breathing index (LBI) and n = 12 for phase

cage and the abdomen move in opposite directions during

angle (PhAng). Therefore, 12 preterm newborn infants

inspiration), phase relation in expiration (PhREB – expresses

were recruited for this quasi-experimental study from the

the percentage of direction in which rib cage and the
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abdomen move in opposite directions during expiration)
and phase relation in total breath (PhRTB – expresses the
percentage of direction in which rib cage and the abdomen
move in opposite directions during the respiratory cycle).
Percentages of 0% indicate perfect synchronization; 100%
indicates total asynchrony. All variables were analyzed during
REM sleep, according to behavioral observation described
by Prechtl.5 RespiEvents 5.2® (NIMS, Miami, United States)
software was used to analyze breathing pattern variables
and LBI, while MatLab® (MathWorks Inc., Natick, United
States) was used to analyze all other thoracoabdominal
motion variables. SpO2 was analyzed continuously and
recorded every 5 minutes on a dedicated chart.

Results
Fifteen newborn infants were eligible for the study
between November of 2007 and July of 2008. Two
newborn infants were transferred to the Kangaroo care
ward before data could be collected, and informed consent
was not granted for a third. Therefore, 12 premature
newborn infants were studied. There are no breathing
pattern data available for neonates number 1 in supine
position, because the apparatus had not been calibrated
for this position and these variables are dependent of
volume calibration.
All of these infants received a dose of exogenous
surfactant during mechanical ventilation; after extubation,
all received methylxanthines. The infants were studied

Procedures

between their 9th and 20th day of life, when they were

After parents had signed the consent form, newborn

already clinically stable, in conformity with the inclusion

infants data were extracted from medical records. Initial

criteria. During the study the preterm newborn infants

positions were decided by drawing lots in sealed envelopes,

were in incubators with the temperature set according to

60 minutes after feeding. The pulse oximeter was then

their requirements.

fitted, followed by Teflon bands, of an appropriate size

A total of 9,167 respiratory cycles were analyzed, 6,349

for preterms, on the chest and abdomen, at the axilla

in prone position and 2,818 in supine position. Out of 30

and at the level of the umbilical scar, respectively. Soon

minutes of registered traces in each position, all periods that

after, the newborn was placed in the first position and

included more than 10 consecutive acceptable respiratory

the sensors connected to the cables from the apparatus.

cycles were analyzed. The mean number of cycles analyzed

Vital signs were recorded and sleep state was determined

per newborn was 819±541.

by behavioral observation. The apparatus was switched
on at this point, entering calibration mode, which lasts
about 5 minutes. After calibration, data were recorded
for 30 minutes in the first position. Soon after saving
the data collected, the apparatus was switched off, the
cables disconnected and the newborn placed in the second
position. The calibration and data collection phases were
then repeated.
In the prone position, the preterms were positioned
on a cloth roll and surrounded by another roll, in order
to guarantee semi-flexion of the hips and knees. In the
supine position, the newborn infants were lain down with
a roll of cloth surrounding them and another behind the
knees, once more to guarantee semi-flexion of the hips and
knees.14

Table 1 lists demographic, anthropometric data and other
characteristics of the 12 newborn infants studied.
Table 2 shows breathing pattern and thoracoabdominal
motion data of newborn infants in prone and supine
positions. No significant difference was observed in
any of the breathing pattern variables (Vt, f, VE and
Vt/Ti; p > 0.05). A significant reduction was observed
in thoracoabdominal motion variables in prone position
(LBI, PhRIB, PhREB, and PhRTB), with the exception of
PhAng (p > 0.05).
With relation to SpO2, no significant difference was
observed between the prone (95.10±0.65%) and supine
positions (93.44±0.74%); p = 0.084.

In order to reduce the chance of neck position

influencing the parameters assessed, the infants’ heads
were turned to the right in both positions.27

Discussion
The main results of this study demonstrate that prone
position significantly reduced the values of LBI, PhRIB,

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as measures of central tendency
and dispersion. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to

PhREB and PhRTB in relation to supine position; having
a positive effect on thoracoabdominal motion without
altering PhAng, breathing pattern variables or SpO2.

test each variable for normality. Variables with normal

In our study, in prone position there was a significant

distribution were compared using Student’s t test for

reduction in LBI scores while in REM sleep, in comparison

paired samples and the Wilcoxon test was used for the

with supine position, in agreement with a study published

remaining variables. The significance level adopted was

by Adams et al.13 According to those authors, the greater

α de 0.05.28 Statistical analyses were performed using

the rib cage distortion, the better the results when this

the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS,

is stabilized, reflecting thoracoabdominal coordination

Chicago, United States) version 13.0.

improvement.
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Data on the 12 newborn infants studied

		
Neonate

Sex

Caesarean
delivery

GAB				
(weeks)

BW (g)

1’ Apgar

5’ Apgar

GAS

Weight at time

Oxygen

(weeks)

of study (g)

therapy

1

M

Yes

32.43

1,280

6

9

34.14

1,300

No

2

F

Yes

30.71

1,270

3

8

32.57

1,415

No
Yes

3

F

No

30.00

1,365

8

7

32.14

1,360

4

F

Yes

28.00

950

8

9

30.29

1,105

No

5

F

Yes

29.14

1,275

7

8

30.43

1,615

No

6

F

Yes

29.14

1,225

7

8

30.00

1,210

No

7

F

No

28.57

1,185

8

9

30.57

1,350

Yes

8

M

Yes

35.14

1,595

4

8

36.71

1,695

No

9

F

Yes

32.00

1,200

3

7

36.14

1,630

No

10

M

Yes

34.57

1,600

8

9

36.00

1,680

No

11

M

Yes

31.00

1,890

7

9

32.29

1,820

No

12

M

Yes

29.00

960

9

9

31.86

1,170

No

F = female; GAS = gestational age at time of study; GAB = gestational age at birth; M = male; BW = birth weight.

This coordination can also be evaluated using the

mechanisms involved include, foremost, the direct effect

phase relations (PhRIB, PhREB and PhRTB), which have

of gravity on the diaphragm, increasing its area of

been recorded previously for healthy adults. As far as

apposition to the anterior chest wall and, therefore, the

we are aware, there have not yet been any studies

mechanical efficiency of the muscle. Added to this, the

evaluating these variables in premature infants. The

axial displacement of the rib cage, also due to the direct

significant reduction in PhRIB, PhREB and PhRTB values

action of gravity, increases the passive tension of the rib

when in prone position indicates a positive influence of

cage muscles, helping to stabilize the anterior chest wall

this position on thoracoabdominal coordination. According

during inspiration.

to Wolfson et al.,12 this finding is related to mechanical

Some studies have speculated that the prone position,

changes to chest wall. According to this theory, the

by increasing abdominal pressure, may increase the area

Table 2 -

Breathing pattern (n = 11) and thoracoabdominal motion (n = 12) variables for newborn infants in prone and
supine positions
Prone

Variables

(mean ± SD)

Supine		
(mean ± SD)

95%CI

p

Vt (mL)

8.38±2.18

7.26±2.38

-0.25 to 2.49

0.101

f (irpm)

68.67±18.85

74.22±21.11

-12.49 to 1.38

0.105

0.56±0.17

0.52±0.19

-0.90 to 0.16

0.544

19.55±7.64

18.71±7.56

-3.19 to 4.86

0.655

1.18±0.11

2.02±0.70

-1.29 to -0.40

0.001*

PhRIB (%)

40.86±15.58

68.22±17.71

-38.51 to -16.20

0.000*

PhREB (%)

33.64±15.78

66.00±15.99

-42.65 to -22.06

0.000*

PhRTB (%)

35.64±15.48

65.85±15.49

-39.59 to -20.82

0.000*

PhAng (°)

21.68±7.74

25.36±8.67

-9.55 to 2.18

0.195

VE (L/min)
Vt/Ti (mL/s)
LBI

SD = standard deviation; f = respiratory rate; 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; LBI = labored breathing index; PhAng = phase angle; PhREB =
phase relation in expiration; PhRIB = phase relation in inspiration; PhRTB = phase relation in total breath; Vt = tidal volume; Vt/Ti = mean
inspiratory flow; VE = minute ventilation.
* Student’s t test for paired samples.
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of apposition of the diaphragm, contributing to stabilization

relation to position. Our findings are in agreement with

of the lower rib cage.1 However, no studies have tested

results published by Levy et al.,22 who investigated PhAng

this hypothesis.

and respiratory work indirectly using RIP and esophageal

Our findings with relation to breathing pattern variables

manometry, demonstrating that there was no significant

studies12,19

difference between the two positions in terms of these

are comparable with the results of some earlier

which also failed to detect significant differences between

two variables.

the prone and supine positions. However, other studies

Certain methodological aspects deserve to be mentioned.

have observed significant increases in Vt and a significant

Earlier studies that have analyzed the influence of position

reduction in f in the prone position.9,10 It is possible that

on the respiratory function of preterm newborn infants

this difference in results is related to the influence of

have chosen to assess a specific number of respiratory

mechanical ventilation and the oxygen dependency of the

cycles. Allen et al.20 only examined consistently reproducible

premature infants included in those

studies,10

In contrast

respiratory cycles, during a non-REM phase of sleep;

with our newborn infants, who were breathing spontaneously

Wolfson et al.12 analyzed a minimum of 10 respiratory

and were not oxygen-dependent. No significant difference

cycles, also in non-REM sleep, determined by behavioral

was observed in terms of Vt/Ti among positions, thereby

observation.12,20 Maynard et al.14 studied 20 minutes’

indicating that stimulation of the respiratory center did

records, irrespective of the neonate’s behavioral state,

not differ. A study undertaken by Adams et al.,13 with

without, however, reporting the number of respiratory

full term newborns found a significant increase in this

cycles analyzed. In our study, 30 minutes’ records were

parameter in prone position, with a significant increase

analyzed for each position with a minimum of 10 consecutive

also in Vt with no change in Ti.

acceptable respiratory cycles. Taking both positions, 9,167

In this study no significant difference was observed

respiratory cycles were analyzed. As far as we know, this

in SpO2 levels as a result of positioning. This is in

is the analysis of the largest number of cycles reported

but

in the literature to date. It should be emphasized that

contrasts with the results observed in other studies, which

the number of cycles analyzed in the prone position was

have demonstrated significant improvements in SpO2 in

225% greater than in the supine position. Taking into

agreement with the findings of some

authors,14,15,18

preterm newborn infants put in the prone position.7,8,19

consideration that the selection criteria for cycles was a

The samples in those studies were composed of newborn

sequence of at least 10 consecutive cycles in a stable

infants on mechanical ventilation, or, in the majority, of

trace, it could be speculated that the prone position

oxygen-dependent newborn infants. In a meta-analysis

resulted in a more stable trace, reflecting increased stability

all eight studies analyzed

of breathing pattern and thoracoabdominal motion. No

detected a significant increase in this variable; however,

episodes of apnea were observed during data collection in

they stated that these studies were heterogeneous in

either position. Despite the period of data collection, we

terms of methodology, concluding that there was evidence

take a risk to hypothesize that the mechanism involved

for short-term improvements in SpO2 among preterm

in the association between sudden infant death syndrome

conducted by Wells et

al.,29

newborn infants on mechanical ventilation put in the

and prone position does not involve thoracoabdominal

prone position, as is also supported by the systematic

motion, rather other factors which still need to be better

review conducted by Balaguer et

al.23

elucidated.

The thoracoabdominal motion variable most cited in the

Another methodological issue is automatic calibration

literature is PhAng.12,14,22 In the majority of studies this

by QDC in each position, despite earlier studies having

angle is calculated from the ratio between the excursion

shown that calibration in just one position should be

of the abdomen at mid-excursion of the rib cage and

sufficient, as long as the neonate’s behavioral state is

maximum excursion of the abdomen. This analysis is

maintained.13 We considered that this could be a source

traditionally based on evaluation of sine waves producing

of error, since our population was made up of preterm

elliptical curves. Since the chest wall movements of

newborn infants who changed behavioral state during

newborns are not perfectly sinusoidal and the Lissajous

the study period. It is also worth pointing out that the

figures that correspond to them are not perfectly elliptical,

sequence of positions was randomized, with the intention

the term PhAng can be considered to be an approximation.

of avoiding superimposition of the effect of one position

For this reason we decided to employ another method to

on the other. Another precaution was the exclusion of

calculate this variable, which is independent of morphology.

extremely premature infants because there are no studies

Calculating from the inverse tangent of the regression curve

demonstrating the accuracy of RIP for measuring volumes

is independent of the relative or absolute contributions of

in this subpopulation.

the rib cage and abdomen signals, providing quantitative

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that

information on thoracoabdominal asynchrony.14 In our

the prone position improved thoracoabdominal synchrony

study, there was no significant difference in PhAng in

without affecting breathing pattern or SpO2.
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